Glutamate-mediated plasticity in corticostriatal networks: role in adaptive motor learning.
Little is known about how memories of new voluntary motor actions, also known as procedural memory, are formed at the molecular level. Our work examining acquisition of lever-pressing for food in rats has shown that activation of glutamate NMDA receptors, within broadly distributed but interconnected regions (e.g., nucleus accumbens core, prefrontal cortex, basolateral amygdala), is critical for such learning to occur. This receptor stimulation triggers intracellular cascades that involve protein phosphorylation and new protein synthesis. In support of this idea, we have found that posttrial inhibition of protein synthesis in the ventral striatum impairs learning, whereas posttrial NMDA receptor blockade does not. More recent data show extension of this network to the central amygdala, where infusions of NMDA antagonists also impair learning. We hypothesize that activity in this distributed network (including dopaminergic activity and perhaps muscarinic cholinergic activity) computes coincident events and thus enhances the probability that temporally related actions and events (e.g., lever pressing and delivery of reward) become associated. Such basic mechanisms of plasticity within this reinforcement learning network also appear to be profoundly affected in addiction.